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Kerala, the southernmost state of India, serves as a perfect holiday destination because it has an
abundance of diverse geographical terrains. The misty mountain peaks, clean beaches, fascinating
backwaters and lagoons and immense greenery of Kerala will surely startle you and leave you
spellbound. This vibrant state is rich in ancient culture and tradition that is still visible through
various art forms and rich architecture. The Kerala hotels are located strategically and allow you to
choose your accommodation according to your holiday preference.

Kerala hotels offer a huge selection of budget hotels, moderately priced hotels and luxurious hotels,
which enable you to plan your vacation within your limits and provide you with a heavenly
experience. The foggy mountain peaks with huge stretches of tea, coffee and spice plantations in
Munnar, Thekkady and Wayanad are awesome. The sandy beaches of Cochin, Varkala and
Kovalam are spectacular enough to make your holiday enriching and relaxing. Kerala is famous all
over the world for the Ayurvedic treatments. Get rid of your body toxins and rejuvenate your body
and mind through the Ayurvedic massages that are offered in many Kerala hotels. Kerala has a
unique cuisine that offers a wide range of local sea food specialties.

Shimla, situated at the foothills of the Himalayas, is the most famous hill station of India. Mountain
slopes are covered with huge pine, oak, fir and deodar trees that give a green lushness to the whole
area. This place was made the summer capital during colonialism and the architecture of the old
European style buildings adds to its richness. During summers almost all the Shimla hotels are full
as thousands of tourists throng to this place to experience respite from the scorching heat of the
plains.

Since tourism is one of the major occupations in this area, you will find numerous Shimla hotels in
various parts of the city. Hotels are located at popular areas like the Mall area, Kufri hills, Lakkar
Bazaar. Many resorts and luxurious Shimla hotels are also situated at the outskirts that are
secluded from the crowded city and allow you to relax in complete tranquility. Apart from the
breathtaking views of the hills amidst cool atmosphere, you can also look into the local shops for
exquisite and rare handicraft pieces and great woolen stuff.

Another favored hill destination situated in the northeastern region of India is Gangtok. This hill town
is full of rich and mystic valleys and majestic mountains. It provides an amazing picture of the
mighty Himalayas and on a clear sunny morning, the snowy mountains glisten with silvery and
golden radiance. These spectacular natural sceneries are simply magical and are a treat to watch.
Gangtok hotels are situated at various locations and you can select your accommodation
accordingly.

Gangtok has numerous monasteries that evoke spiritualism into the area. There are some
interesting places that are worth visiting like the Rumtek Monastery and the Tsomgo Lake. A tour to
these nearby places can easily be organized with the help of Gangtok hotels. With immense
hospitality and homely ambience, Gangtok hotels will make your stay a memorable one.
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Sanjana Singh - About Author:
Everybody prefers to go to the hill stations during the summer season to enjoy the pleasant climate.
It is better to book a Shimla hotels and a Gangtok hotels in advance and avoid last minute tension. a
Kerala hotels can be booked in no time through the online travel agents.
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